
In Memory of Paolo Cuneo

The untimely death of Paolo Cuneo (Rome,
11th of February 1963 - 31st of August 1995)
has left an immense void in the community of
scholars of Armenian and Islamic architec-
ture and city. The editorial board of
Environmental Design intends to dedicate
the next issue of the review to the memory of
their beloved friend and collaborator. In the
occasion of the Sixth International Seminar
on Urban Form, that will be held in Florence
from the 23rd to the 26th of July 1999, the
special award of the Islamic Environmental
Design Research Center will be assigned to
Paolo Cuneo, in memoria, as one of the most
original scholars in his field.
His scholarly activities reconcile two comple-
mentary approaches that have distinguished
Cuneo's work as basic reference: the seden-
tary study of texts, that bring up new ideas
and suggestions; the itinerant travels that
allow a closer contact with the reality, confir-
ming or modifying the initial intuitions and
insights. The exchange between these two
approaches is the core of his research work.
An annotation in a book or an image from an
engraving or the exploration in faraway pla-
ces could stimulate a direction in his
research. Both approaches contributed to
determine what he called "full immersion in
the places and the times" of a certain archi-
tectural work or urban context.
This would result in a more comprehensive
historical reconstruction, that reconciles the
literary and iconographic evidences with the
physical data.
A particular aspect of his personality was an
overbearing and voracious curiosity, as well
as a strongly inclusive attitude that would not
exclude a priori any data in his historical
research. Besides the traditional sources,
Cuneo would not hesitate to use the less fre-
quented materials, such as proceedings,
pamphlets, thesis works, and confidential
reports that enriched his already substantial
personal library.
The geographical areas, subject of his
research, ranged from the central places of
the Islamic world, where the theories of the
founders of Islamic archaeology were for-
med, to its peripherical and marginal areas,
where these theories could be verified and
modified. He was particularly interested in
those areas where the Islamic culture had
tangential, parallel, converging, or intersec-

ting relations with the Medieval, the
Renaissance and the Classical mediterra-
nean cultures.
It is important to remark that he had the capa-
city of acknowledging the aesthetic qualities
of the Islamic heritage not only in the monu-
ments, but also in vast territorial and urban
contexts. His immoderate desire of travelling,
of discovering the exotic and the distant, that
he often shared with his friends, is com-
prehended in the light of his variegated curio-
sity. A desire that is intelligible in the
quotation, at the beginning of his book on
Islamic cities, from the geographer al-
Istakhri, "during my travels, it never occurred
to me to have come to less than ten miles
from a large or small city without facing, with
great pleasure, the troubles of a detour in
order to enrich my experience".
Paolo Cuneo was graduated in architecture
in Rome in 1962, and since 1987 was full
professor of history of architecture at the
University of I'Aquila. He was Director of mis-
sions and research groups for the safeguard
and reuse of such Islamic settlements as the
quarters of Galata and Pera in Istanbul, the
town-oasis of Ghadames, the medina of
Tripoli and the towns in the Comore islands.
He had participated as consultant in impor-
tant research projects such as the archaeolo-
gical mission in Yemen, the restoration of the
Salah ad-Din citadel in Cairo and the UNE-
SCO project for a computerized catalogue of
the Islamic monuments. He had also been
the curator for the restoration and environ-
mental safeguard section of the Biennale of
Venezia Exhibition on Islamic Architecture.
Besides his books, Storia dell'Urbanistica. II
mondo Islamico, (Roma Bari 1986), and
Architettura Armena dal IV al XIX secolo,
(Roma 1998), Paolo Cuneo has published
numerous studies, essays and articles. The
variety of titles reveals his multiple interests.
Quite uncommonly for a historian, he was
also concerned with design. The editors of
this issue have great memories of his partici-
pation in the group constituted in the
occasion of the UNESCO international com-
petition for the design of the "Bibliotheca
Alexandrina" in Alexandria, Egypt. A theme
that was congenial to him for it regarded the
contaminations between different cultures,
that were present in Alessandria, a cosmopo-
litan city, representing a melting pot for the
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creative mediation between the Arab-African
and the Mediterranean-European cultures.
The interest of Paolo Cuneo for hybrids
between diverse architectural and urban heri-
tages is also found in the work of those scho-
lars that he had identified as the Italian
school of oriental studies of architecture. A
school to which he belonged and of which he
had tried to define the complex identity in
some of his studies.

Ludovico Micara
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PAOLO CUNEO TOGETHER WITH THE GROUP OF "BIBLIOTHECA ALEXANDRINA" PROJECT FROM THE LEFT:
FIORENTINI, CUSMAI, CUNEO, MICARA, ALEMI, ROSELLA AND GRIMALDI
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